HELPING BIOECONOMY RESEARCH
PROJECTS RAISE THEIR GAME
An early glimpse into the lessons learnt from ProBIO
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FOREWORD
The fascinating experience of ProBIO

This brochure comes as the ProBIO project is reaching the last stage of its implementation.

Ilaria Bonetti, Innovhub, Coordinator of ProBIO: “For our team of consultants, ProBIO

Along the way, this forward-looking project has worked with selected KBBE projects,

has been a fascinating experience, and we trust we have been able to make a

helping them raise their market profile and readiness level.

difference for the projects which we assist. In most cases, we have intervened at a
stage where most projects find themselves trapped in what analysts call the “death

Launched in 2015, ProBIO targeted 397 KBBE projects to single out those with

valley”. This is when projects have achieved significant results but struggle to shift

the greatest market potential. During this phase, our team turned up 76 business

into a market-outcome mindset. Sometimes, all it takes is an outsider to step in and

opportunities within 48 of the projects. These projects were then offered the possibility

show them...how project development beyond research does exist and is within their

to receive coaching for market entry and guidance for furthering their R&D endeavours.

reach. This is what we are all about and we have had the privilege of helping the most

In total, 35 projects took up the offer.

promising KBBE projects raise their game”.

ProBIO also put centre-stage the results of over 35 projects at its kick-off event entitled
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Making More of Bioeconomy R&D Results (Brussels, 6 October 2015). This was followed

Here we offer you an early glimpse into our experience and the lessons learned. Our

a few months later by a clustering event entitled Exploitation Strategies for Bioeconomy

hope is that other initiatives will be able to build on the ProBIO achievements as part of

Research Proposals (Brussels, 7 June 2016). Both events attracted over 200 attendees.

their own efforts to help them raise their market profile and readiness level.
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1. AVOIDING
“DEATH VALLEY”
ProBIO has been set on bringing project results
closer to market. We have done this by raising
their technological readiness by one level through
coaching (reaching an average level of 6.3).
Those projects starting from a lower TRL tended
to receive support for further R&I and made more
progress than those coached for market uptake.

Fig.2— Type of ProBIO coaching received by the case studies
and average shift in TRL

On average the projects assisted by ProBIO had reached a TRL of 5.4 when we approached
them; 10 had reached a TRL beyond level 7 (6 projects for TRL 7 and 4 for TRL 8).

Fig.1— Technology Readiness Level when approached by ProBIO
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The 13 case studies which have completed their cooperation with ProBIO have seen an
average 0.6 point improvement on the TRL scale.
Only two have gained 2 scores on the scale. Projects receiving tailored support for further
R&I activities have seen their TRL increase slightly more than close-to-market case studies.
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2. MAKING PROJECTS
MORE MARKET SAVVY

3. BREAKING OUT OF THE
RESEARCH LOOP

Schemes like ProBIO tend to be required
when projects still have far to go along
the exploitation route. As they move
significantly closer to market,
projects often become more self-sufficient.

Some organisations in our sample seem
to be trapped in “the research loop”: projects
which have achieved a low TRL do not seem
to be motivated by market entry, and tend
to look more for funding for additional research.

Almost all the ProBIO case studies have been supported by us in what we consider

Fourteen projects have been helped in identifying the most relevant calls for proposals

as the first step towards exploitation: setting out a strategic direction and obtaining

at EU level in applying to public funding schemes. To a lesser extent, some of them have

assistance with establishing possible exploitation routes.

been supported locating the relevant industrial partners. Only a small proportion of the

Twelve projects have been supported in improving their business plan writing skills.

projects have asked for feedback on their proposals.

ProBIO has also supported consortia in identifying and approaching external

Assistance in defining the most relevant exploitation routes has usually translated into

organisations so they can develop business opportunities, as approximately ⁄3 of our

additional research and has involved helping teams find new funding opportunities.
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case studies have been offered help to approach investors and matchmaking towards
new industry players. The “closest to market” services in the ProBIO bouquet, like

Fig.4— ProBIO coaching outcome

assistance in start-up creation and licensing deals are less in demand and have been
recommended for a small proportion of our projects (respectively 5 and 3).

Fig.3— Services ProBIO offered to our case studies
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The coaching on business plan writing seems to be the most effective ProBIO service, as
all the projects which received this training have seen their skills improve in this area.
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4. CAN SMEs MAKE A
DIFFERENCE?
The mindset of our case studies remains
essentially research-centred. Could a stronger
presence of the private sector, particularly
in a coordinating role, change this attitude?
Only 7 SMEs are project coordinators and no large enterprises have a leading
role in the ProBIO case studies. Coordinators are mostly universities and research
organisations.
Projects coordinated by SMEs tend to have a slightly higher TRL (6) compared to those
with universities and research institutes in a leading role (5.1)

Fig.5— Average TRL based on the nature of the project’s coordinator
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Research Institute
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Fig.6— Average ProBIO scores for several exploitation activites
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Fig.7— The 4 levels of ProBIO qualitative evaluation scoring
Moreover, they show a slightly stronger ability to develop a commercialisation plan,
compared to those coordinated by universities and research centres. This may indicate
that SMEs in a coordinating role are better positioned to exploit the market opportunities
embedded in their consortia.
The coordinator’s attitude can make the difference in exploitation. If SMEs are more
market-driven, then, as coordinators, they may well be able to push the whole project
outcome closer to market.
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5. BUSINESS PLAN
WRITING AND MARKET
KNOWLEDGE: LET’S START
FROM THERE
Project teams may have the right technical
and scientific skills to complete their tasks
but when it comes to taking an extra step
towards the market they struggle.
Evaluation scores assigned to the projects have been mostly positive and indicate good
technical/scientific skill levels. Most projects seem to have good market knowledge and
have defined an IP management strategy. However, projects generally show significant
shortcomings in relation to developing a commercialisation strategy to identifying
potential clients.

Fig.8— Average ProBIO qualitative evaluation scores on first
contact (Oct 2015)
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The business strategies and commercialisation plans of 16 out of 35 projects have
major weaknesses and missing elements.
This picture is more severe when looking into the projects’ ability to define their potential
markets: only 8 projects had looked into identifying potential clients from the start.
Research projects seldom seek to grow their market knowledge or develop a potential
client database. This is probably due to the domination of research organisations and
their leading roles in consortia.
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Many consortia tend to revert to new
research, rather than considering market
uptake. Is this because they often lack the
necessary business development skills, or
is it a matter of mindset? How has ProBIO
tackled this?
The KBBE project consortia involved very

“Imagine what could be
achieved if researchers
learnt business skills
and companies could
stimulate new research”

different entities – universities, research
organisation, companies – all of which had their own understanding of exploitation.
Research organisations were primarily concerned with securing funding for new research
activities and staff costs (researchers and PhD scholars); companies were more profitand sales-driven. A mixed approach would benefit both sides but it can be challenging
to bring these two worlds harmoniously together. ProBIO could act as a showcase

WHAT OUR EXPERT SAYS
Ilaria Bonetti, coordinator of ProBIO
In our sample of case studies, a significant proportion of our projects that need support
for further R&D are looking for industrial partners to include in new project teams.

in this respect, helping different types of organisation appreciate the added value of
collaboration during a project’s lifetime and beyond. Imagine what could be achieved if
researchers learnt business skills and companies could stimulate new research.

“Projects could be structured as a virtual company,
with SMEs, researchers and industry all combining
their strengths: research, development, licencing”

Could this be an opportunity to attract “fresh” resources to KBBE, as a way of instilling
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a market-outcome mindset within consortia?

In your opinion, how could projects best be helped towards the market?

With the new H2020 programme, the European Commission has started to consider

A good way could be to get projects to start from the end: project teams should

market-centred innovation as a fundamental asset for research activities too. A typical

carefully consider what they are ultimately trying to achieve in terms of impact, and

problem we have found with the KBBE projects analysed has been the lack of thought

define a strategy accordingly. Involving an industrial partner is most useful as it would

into the real impact of their research ideas would have on industry. To close this gap,

provide concrete insights into markets and end-users. Furthermore, projects could be

project proposals under evaluation could be rated even better if they involved an

structured as a “virtual company”, with SMEs, researchers and industry all combining

industrial partner to address commercialisation from the outset.

their strengths: research, development, licencing.
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ProBIO PARTNERS

Methodological note
ProBIO coaching is ongoing and to date (January 2017) it has been completed by 13
projects from our sample of case studies.
We started from a pool of 397 KBBE projects which were screened to detect biobased business opportunities, and their interest in benefiting from our services. As
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expected, some 12% of these accepted our offer. They qualified to benefit since they
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completed their collaboration with ProBIO and have benefited from our consulting
services. These projects are now our case studies.
total projects				397
projects which completed a 3BO*		

48

projects which cooperated with ProBIO*

35

*3BO = Bio Based Business Opportunity
Upon first contact we received a positive response from 24% of the KBBE projects.

For further info, please contact:
Ilaria Bonetti (Innovhub - Chamber of Commerce of Milan) — ilaria.bonetti@mi.camcom.it
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and Innovation programme under grant agreement N° 652683
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www.probio-project.eu
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